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"Beginning in 1992, for reasons that tie into diversity and related trends, we
determined that the trouble with the [CIA's] Directorate of Operations was its
culture.  And we undertook, unfortunately, a program that I call 'Kill That
Culture.'  And we did.  We also damn near killed our ability to spy in the
process.  The evils in the system could have been addressed without ripping the guts
out of the Directorate of Operations.  The truth is, not everyone can spy.  Live with it,
and reward that small number of officers who can can actually successfully recruit
people to spy."

−−− Excerpt from A Spy's Journey by Floyd L. Paseman.
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Nortel DMS−100 Test Desk Trunk Group Type

Test Desk Trunk Group Type

In a DMS−100 end office, incoming and outgoing trunk group type TD connects with a test desk (for
example, #14 Local Test Desk [LTD], #3 Local Test Cabinet [LTC]).  Members of these trunk groups
have Product Engineering Codes (PEC) of NT2X90AB or NT2X90AD.

If the dialed number is busy, the trunk is connected automatically to the line through Metallic Test
Access (MTA).

Line Equipment Numbers (LEN) that do not have associated directory numbers (for example,
multi−line hunt group members) can be addressed by 11 + LEN for testing purposes.

For example, if a trunk group with field VERSION equal to "MLT" or "TSTDK" is connected to a line
that has option Plug−Up (PLP), Random Make Busy (RMB), Requested Suspension (RSUS), or
Suspended Service (SUS) activated, and a test desk is connected in idle bridge mode to that line,
the line will go to treatment Test Desk Bridged (TDBR) in treatment subtable LNT (Line Treatment),
if one of the following conditions occur:

The test desk closes its tip−and−ring loop.• 
The line goes off−hook.• 

Trunk group type TD can, under certain circumstances, be used for verification.  Refer to table
TRKGRP, type VR for more information.

Datafill

The following table lists the datafill for table TRKGRP, type TD.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions − Test Desk

Field    Subfield        Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GRPKEY                   See Subfield        Group Key
                                             This field consists of subfield CLLI.

         CLLI            Alphanumeric        Common Language Location Identifier
                         (1 to 16            Enter the Common Language Location Identifier
                         characters)         (CLLI) name assigned to the trunk group in 
                                             table CLLI.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GRPINFO                  See Subfields       Variable Group Information
                                             This field consists of subfields GRPTYP, TRAFSNO, 
                                             PADGRP, NCCLS, TRAFCLS, SELSEQ, TRKDIR, PRTNM,
                                             SCRNCL, SNPA, ORIGSCRE, VDEVAR, TDTYPE, and
                                             BARGE

         GRPTYP          TD                  Group Type
                                             Enter "TD" to specify the incoming and outgoing 
                                             test desk trunk group type.

         TRAFSNO         Numeric             Traffic Separation Number
                         (0 to 127)          Enter the incoming and outgoing traffic separation
                                             number assigned to the trunk group.  If it is not 
                                             required, enter "0" (zero).
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                                             If switching unit has feature package NTX085AA 
                                             (Traffic Separation Peg Count), enter a number 
                                             between 1 and the value of office parameter
                                             TFAN_IN_MAX_NUMBER in table OFCENG.

                                             For switching units without feature package 
                                             NTX085AA, enter 1 to 15.

                                             Incoming and outgoing traffic separation 
                                             numbers 1 to 9 should be reserved for 
                                             generic traffic separation numbers.
                                             Refer to the description of table TFANINT 
                                             (Traffic Separation Intersection) for 
                                             additional information.

         PADGRP          Alphanumeric        Pad Group
                         (1 to 5             Enter the name of the pad group assigned to 
                         characters)         the trunk group in table PADDATA.

                                             Refer to the description of table PADDATA
                                             (Pad Data) for additional information.

         NCCLS           NCBN, NCID,         Operational Measurements No−Circuit Class
                         NCIM, NCIT,         Enter the Operational Measurements (OM)
                         NCLT, NCOF,         No−Circuit Class (NCCLS) to indicate which
                         NCON, NCOT,         OM register is incremented if treatment
                         NCRT, NCTC,         Generalized No−Circuit (GNCT) occurs.
                         or NOSC
                                             If the trunk group direction is incoming, 
                                             this field is not required.  Enter "NCRT" 
                                             (No−Circuit).

                                             The initial value for this trunk group type 
                                             is "NCRT".

                                             For more information, refer to table TRKGRP 
                                             and the Operational Measurements Reference

Manual.

         TRAFCLS         Alphabetic          Traffic Usage Class
                         (2 characters)      Enter the traffic usage class assigned to the trunk 
                                             group.

         SELSEQ          MIDL, CWCTH,        Select Sequence
                         CCWCTH, ASEQ,       If the trunk group direction is incoming,
                         or DSEQ             sequential selection does not apply.  Enter "MIDL".

                                             If the trunk group is outgoing and feature package 
                                             NTX244AB (Enhanced Sequential Trunk Hunting) is 
                                             present, base the selection order on the order of 
                                             the trunks in table TRKMEM, and enter:

                                               * CWCTH or CCWCTH for clockwise or 
                                                 counter−clockwise circular trunk hunting 
                                                 from the most recently released trunk in 
                                                 the trunk group, if the far−end is CCWCTH 
                                                 or CWCTH respectively, or:

                                               * ASEQ or DSEQ for ascending or descending 
                                                 sequential selection, if far−end is DSEQ or 
                                                 ASEQ respectively.
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Note: A trunk group trunk selection method cannot 
                                                   be changed.  If a change in the selection 
                                                   method is required, a new trunk group must 
                                                   be created with the required trunk selection 
                                                   method.  The individual trunks with the old 
                                                   selection sequence must be deleted from the 
                                                   old trunk group and then added to the new 
                                                   trunk group.  For an existing trunk group, 
                                                   the selection sequence may be changed to ASEQ 
                                                   from DSEQ or from DSEQ to ASEQ if all the 
                                                   trunk members are Installation Busy (INB) or 
                                                   Unequipped (UNEQ).

         TRKDIR          IC or OG            Trunk Direction
                                             Enter "IC" to specify that the direction of traffic 
                                             flow is incoming or "OG" to specify that the 
                                             direction of traffic flow is outgoing.

                                             If office parameter TRK_OOS_CHK_ON in table OFCVAR 
                                             is set to "Y", all trunks in the group must be busy 
                                             before the value of this field can be changed by 
                                             Data Modification Order (DMO).

         PRTNM           Alphanumeric        Standard Pre−Translator Name
                         (1 to 4             If the trunk group is incoming, enter the name
                         characters) or      of the standard pre−translator defined in table
                         NPRT                STDPRTCT to which translation is to route on
                                             receipt of the first incoming digit.  If the trunk
                                             group is outgoing, enter "NPRT".

                                             If office parameter TRK_OOS_CHK_ON in table OFCVAR 
                                             is set to "Y", all trunks in the group must be busy 
                                             before the value of this field can be changed by 
                                             DMO.

         SCRNCL          Alphanumeric        Class−of−Service Screening Table Name
                         (1 to 32            If class−of−service screening is required, enter
                         characters)         the name of the class−of−service screening
                         or NSCR             table (datafilled in table SCRNCLAS) to which
                                             digit translation routes.

                                             If class−of−service screening is not required, 
                                             enter "NSCR" (no screening).

                                             If the trunk group is outgoing, enter "NSCR".

         SNPA            Numeric             Serving Numbering Plan Area
                         (3 digits)          Enter the code in table HNPACODE to which
                                             translation routes for digit translation.

                                             If the trunk group is outgoing, enter "000".

         ORIGSRCE        LCL or NLCL         Originating Source
                                             If the trunk group is incoming, enter the 
                                             originating source of the call, Local (LCL) 
                                             or Non−Local (NLCL).  This field is used to 
                                             screen calls in subtable HNPACONT.HNPACODE.

                                             If the trunk group is outgoing, enter "LCL".

         VDEVAR          See Subfield        Variable Digit Data
                                             This field consists of subfield VDESEL.
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         VDESEL          Y or N              Variable Digit Selector
                                             If the number of incoming digits is variable, 
                                             enter "Y" and datafill refinements DIGSIN1 
                                             and DIGSIN2.  If the number of incoming digits 
                                             is a fixed quantity, enter "N".

         DIGSIN1         Numeric             Minimum Number of Incoming Digits
                         (1 to 18)           If the entry in subfield VDESEL is "Y", enter
                                             the minimum number of incoming digits received
                                             on the trunk group.

                                             Entries outside the range indicated for this 
                                             field are not valid.

                                             If office parameter TRK_OOS_CHK_ON in table OFCVAR 
                                             is set to "Y", all trunks in the group must be busy 
                                             before the value of this field can be changed by 
                                             DMO.

         DIGSIN2         Numeric             Maximum Number of Incoming Digits
                         (1 to 18)           If the entry in subfield VDESEL is "Y", enter the 
                                             maximum number of incoming digits received on the 
                                             trunk group.

                                             Entries outside the range indicated for this field 
                                             are not valid.

                                             If office parameter TRK_OOS_CHK_ON in table OFCVAR 
                                             is set to "Y", all trunks in the group must be busy 
                                             before the value of this field can be changed by 
                                             DMO.

         DIGREGEN        Numeric             Digits to be Regenerate
                         (1 to 4) or N       If the entry in subfield VDESEL is "N", enter the 
                                             digit string to be prefixed to the incoming digits 
                                             to regenerate a seven−digit number.  The length of 
                                             the digit string entered is subtracted from seven 
                                             by the switch to determine the number of incoming 
                                             digits to expect.

                                             The regenerated number is then translated in table 
                                             STDPRTCT.STDPRT or HNPACONT.HNPACODE, or both.

                                             For example, if the entry is "73", the switch 
                                             expects five incoming digits "XXXXX" and
                                             regenerates the number "73XXXXX".

                                             If no digits are to be prefixed, enter "N".  
                                             The switch then expects seven incoming digits.

                                             If office parameter TRK_OOS_CHK_ON in table OFCVAR 
                                             is set to "Y", all trunks in the group must be busy 
                                             before the value of this field can be changed by 
                                             DMO.

         TDTYP           See Subfields       Test Desk Type
                                             This field consists of subfield VERSION and 
                                             refinements.

         VERSION         MLT or TSTDK        Version
                                             If the incoming trunk group and switch has an 
                                             interface for a mechanized loop tester, enter 
                                             "MLT" and datafill refinement DGTTST.
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                                             If the incoming trunk group and switch has an 
                                             interface for signaling #14 LTD, enter "TSTDK"
                                             and datafill refinements DGTTST and TKTYP.

                                             The default value for TD trunks is "TSTDSK".

         DGTTST          EXTRCVR or          Digit Test
                         INTRCVR             If the value in field VERSION is "MLT" or "TSTDK",
                                             datafill this field to specify whether an internal 
                                             or an external receiver is used in the NT2X90AB or 
                                             NT2X90AD test trunk for the digit test.  For an 
                                             internal receiver, enter "INTRCVR".  For an 
                                             external receiver, enter "EXTRCVR".

                                             The default value is "INTRCVR".

         TKTYP           REGULAR,             Trunk Type
                         NOTEST, or           If the value in field VERSION is "TSTDK", datafill
                         blank                this field.

                                              Enter "REGULAR" for regular trunks or "NOTEST" for 
                                              no−test trunks.

         BARGE           Y or N               Barge
                                              Datafill this field to specify whether barging
                                              into an existing call is allowed.

                                              If barging is allowed, enter "Y".  Otherwise, 
                                              enter "N".

                                              The default value for this subfield is "N".
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Datafill Example

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table TRKGRP, type TD.  This
example shows datafill for an incoming trunk group with an AT&T Mechanized Loop Tester, an
incoming trunk group with a signaling #14 LTD, and an outgoing trunk group.

GRPKEY         GRPINFO
_________________________________________________________________________________________
OTWAON23T051   TD 15 ELO NCOT TK MIDL IC INC3 NSCR 613 NLCL N 72 MLT EXTRCVR N $
OTWAON23T052   TD 17 ELO NCOT TK MIDL IC INC3 NSCR 613 NLCL N 72 TSTDK INTRCVR NOTEST N $
OTWAON23T050   TD 16 ELO NCOT TK MIDL OG NPRT NSCR 000 LCL N N N $
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Nortel DMS−100 No Double Connect Option

Description

The No Double Connect (NDC) option prevents a line from being connected to a verification or test
circuit when the line is off−hook.

Example

The following is an example of the NDC option.  This example adds the option to existing individual
line 666−1337.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Example of the NDC Option in the SERVORD Prompt Mode
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CI:
>SERVORD
SO:
>ADO
SONUMBER: NOW 98 2 7 PM
>
DN_OR_LEN:
>6661337
OPTION:
>NDC
OPTION:
>$
COMMAND AS ENTERED:
ADO NOW 98 2 7 PM 6661337 NDC $
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT
>Y
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Example of the NDC Option in the SERVORD No−Prompt Mode
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

CI:
>SERVORD
SO:
>ADO $ 6661337 NDC $
COMMAND AS ENTERED:
ADO NOW 98 2 7 PM 6661337 NDC $
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT, OR E TO EDIT
>Y
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Prompts

The system prompts for the NDC option appear in the following table:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Input Prompts for the NDC Option

Prompt        Valid Input                       Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SONUMBER      An entry in the format:           Service Order Identifier
                                                The unique number of the service order to
                abnnnnnc yy mm dd {AM} {PM}     be entered.  Date the service order is to
                                                be processed.
              Where:

               * a = Obligatory Alphabetical
                     Character (A−Z)

               * b =  Optional Alphabetical
                      Character (A−Z)

               * nnnnn = 5 Obligatory Numerical
                         Characters

               * c = Optional Alphabetical
                     Character (A−Z)

               * yy = Year (00−99)

               * mm = Month (1−12)

               * dd = Day (1−31)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− 
DN_OR_LEN     Seven or ten digits.              Directory Number or LEN of the Line
                                                For MLH/DLH hunt members, if the user 
                                                specifies a DN, the system prompts for the
                                                LEN.  If the user enters the LEN, the system
                                                does not prompt for the DN.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OPTION        NDC                               No Double Connect
                                                Service options the user establishes, 
                                                modifies, or deletes.  The user can specify 
                                                a maximum of 20 options in each ADD, ADO,
                                                EST, or NEW command.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

NDC to Line Class Code Compatibility

The following table shows NDC to Line Class Code (LCC) compatibility.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Line Class Code       Compatible?
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1FR−1MR               Yes 
RES                   Yes 
IBN                   Yes 
2FR−10FR              No 
CSD                   Yes 
KEYSET LCCs           Yes 
DATA PDATA            Yes 
MADO MPDA             Yes 
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WATSLCC               Yes 
COIN LCC              No (refer to note) 
PBX LCC               Yes 
TWX LCC               Yes 
ZMD, ZMZPA            Yes
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Note:  The NDC option is compatible with the CFD LCC.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Assigning NDC

The following functionalities apply to the NDC option:

Set functionality applies.• 

Subset functionality does not apply.• 

DN functionality does not apply.• 

Key functionality does not apply.• 

Notes

When a data unit line is created, the system adds the NDC option to the line.  The NDC option
suppresses tests that can disrupt a data call.  The NDC option also prevents the communication of
important information to users that are not authorized.  The system ignores the flashes and blocks
Three−Way Calling (3WC) attempts when option 3WC is assigned to a 500/2500−type set.
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Device for Detecting GPS Receivers

Overview

It is possible to detect some GPS receivers by the electromagnetic radiation they emit.  GPS L1
receivers all generate a pseudo−random digital "noise" source at a chiprate of 1.023 MHz.  These
pseudo−random digital signals are then used to correlate against the data received from a GPS
satellite's transmitted Coarse Acquisition (CA) data stream at 1575.42 MHz.  By searching for any
unintentional radiation of the receiver's 1.023 MHz digital noise signal (or its harmonics) you can
pin−point the general location of an operating GPS receiver.  By verifing that you "hear" a data
stream at 1.023 MHz, 2.046 MHz, 3.069 MHz, etc. you can be sure that you've found a GPS
receiver.

All you need to do this is a cheap AM radio receiver.  One with the fancy PLL tuning will be useful,
though.  Tune the AM radio to approximately 1.023 MHz and pass it over an operating GPS
receiver.  You should hear a distinct, high−pitched digital "whine."  That is, if you are not receiving
any nearby AM radio broadcasts, which can be a problem.  This receiving method will work best
indoors or inside a shielded metal or concrete enclosure, which reduces the chance of external RF
interference.

If you wish to get fancy, you can replace the Intermediate Frequency (IF) filter on the AM radio with
one which has a much narrower bandwidth.  This will help to eliminate any interference and reduce
false signals.  The ARRL Handbook for Radio Amateurs will cover the designing and building of
suitable crystal IF filters.  You could also try using a high−end shortwave receiver fed with a tuned
ferrite stick or loop antenna.

Uses

This tool should be handy during a TSCM sweep to determine if a hidden GPS receiver is being
used to track someone or their vehicle.  Here are a few other uses for this particular device:

1.)  Islamic terrorists wishing to blend in with the general population will usually dress
as women, complete with the burqa.  If you happen to be patrolling an area, and a
"woman" passes you who is radiating a strong digital noise signal at 1.023 MHz, you
can be sure they are using a GPS receiver to monitor their progress back to their
safe house in France.

2.)  When child molesters are released from prison, they are often monitored via a
GPS tracking bracelet.  Thanks to brain−dead liberals, these sickos will only spend a
few months in jail and, when finally released, they'll promptly rape and murder little
kids all over again.  You can fight back!  If some weird looking 46 year old man who
still hangs around teenaged boys shows up at your New York $2600 meeting, and he
is radiating a strong digital noise signal at 1.023 MHz, shoot the fucker!

Signal Strength Meter Option

A visual signal strength meter can be a quite handy addition.  It is made by directly tapping the
speaker output from the AM radio and rectifying it with a common 1N4001 diode.  The resulting DC
voltage "pulses" are then used to drive a small analog meter movement, which can be salvaged
from an old stereo receiver or CB radio system.
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Pictures & Construction

AM radio used for this project.

It is a General Electric Model No. 7−2650A, FCC ID: AEX9YD7−2650.  Get ahold of a bunch of
different AM radios and try to choose one whose internal PC board will fit snuggly inside a piece of
PVC pipe.  Be sure the ferrite rod antenna is in a horizontal position (with respect to your body)
when holding it.
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Internal view of the AM radio.  It can be powered from either a 9 volt battery or 120 VAC.  Be sure to
note any speaker, volume, tuning, or antenna wiring when you take it apart.
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Picture of the AM radio's main PC board.  You'll need to note the incoming +9 VDC line (the red &
black wires) and the speaker wires (orange & yellow).  The volume control potentiometer will also
need to be unsoldered (or replaced, in this case) and mounted to the GPS Receiver Detector's
handle assembly.

The ferrite antenna's main pick−up lobe will be horizontal to its axis.  There will be sharp nulls on
both ends.  This can be useful for "nulling" any external RF interference.
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Solder side view of the AM radio's main PC board.  Be sure to tune the AM radio to approximately
1.023 MHz before construction.  Remove the plastic tuning wheel and add a dab of hot−melt glue to
the capacitor's tuning post (red circle) to prevent the received frequency from drifting.
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Some of the PVC parts used to make the GPS Receiver Detector.  From the top left−side, a 3−inch
diameter PVC cap, a 4−inch long piece of 3−inch diameter PVC pipe, next to that is a 6−inch long
piece of 2−inch diameter PVC pipe, which will be the handle.  Below that is a 3−inch to 2−inch PVC
reducer/coupler.  On the right−side, from the top, is some weatherstrip caulking cord, a 2−inch
diameter PVC threaded male adapter and a "clean−out" thingy.  Below that is a 2−inch PVC
cap.  Finally, the AM radio receiver board and speaker.
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Put it all together so it looks something like this.  The AM radio will be mounted in the left−hand
section, with the ferrite antenna just behind the PVC cap.

The AM radio's speaker should be mounted inside the 3−inch to 2−inch PVC reducer.  You'll need
to file the reducer so there is space for the control wires to pass through.  You may also need to trim
some metal from around the speaker.  A "nibbler" tool will do this easily and without damaging the
speaker's cone.
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Mount the speaker inside the 3−inch to 2−inch PVC reducer like so, using the weatherstrip caulking
cord to hold it in place.
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Fit the 3−inch and 2−inch diameter pieces of PVC like so.  Line the 3−inch diameter piece with art
foam.  This will be used to "hold" the AM radio.  It is probably a good idea to spray in the inside of
the PVC pipe with some sort of metallic or ferrite EMI spray.
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Fit the AM radio's receiver board like so.  Make sure the ferrite antenna goes into the space created
by the 3−inch PVC cap.
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Add a 9 volt battery holder clip inside the PVC handle.
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Internal view.  It should look something like this.  Note the large wire bundle on the left.  This will go
underneath the speaker and into the PVC handle.

The wire bundle consists of the wires for the volume potentiometer, +9 VDC (via an on/off switch),
ground, and an additional speaker output which will be used to drive a signal strength meter.

Rear view of the handle assembly showing the threaded adapter and cap.  The new 10 kohm
volume potentiometer has an attached on/off switch to control the radio's +9 VDC.  The additional
speaker tap is brought out to a 1/8−inch mono jack.
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Pretty it all up.  Note:  Also makes a good tool to beat Emmanuel Goldstein over the head with.
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Parts for making a visual signal strength meter.  Shown are two 1.5−inch diameter PVC caps, an
analog strength meter from an old stereo system, and a 1/8−inch mono jack.

You'll need to make or buy a small 1/8−inch to 1/8−inch patch cord to connect to the signal strength
meter.
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Completed signal strength meter.  Mount it behind one of the PVC caps.  Secure the meter into
position with some epoxy.  A small ferrite bead was added to the rectifier board's input.

The signal strength meter reading will be relative.

To adjust it, first turn on the GPS Receiver Detector and adjust the volume control until it reads
around "2" on the signal strength meter.  Bring it near an operating GPS receiver.  The speaker
should emit a high−pitched "whine."  Adjust the 50 kohm potentiometer on the rectifier board so the
meter reads full scale.  Move the GPS Receiver Detector away from the operating GPS receiver
and verify the signal drops back down to around "2".  Once the meter is set, you can leave it.  You'll
have to tune the volume knob back to the same position if you wish to utilize the meter, though.

Overviews of the completed signal strength meter.  The analog meter is shown on the left, the input
to the rectifier board is on the right.
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Bonus
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End of Issue #30

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Proof all Mexicans are savages and need to be killed.

Crossers Burying Border in Garbage

July 30, 2006 − From: www.azstarnet.com

By Tony Davis

After three years of cleanups, the federal government has achieved no better than a 1 percent
solution for the problem of trash left in Southern Arizona by illegal border−crossers.

Cleanup crews from various agencies, volunteer groups and the Tohono O'odham Nation hauled
about 250,000 pounds of trash from thousands of acres of federal, state and private land across
Southern Arizona in 2002 to 2005, says the U.S. Bureau of Land Management.

But that's only a fraction of the nearly 25 million pounds of trash thought to be out there.

Authorities estimate the 3.2 million−plus entrants caught by the Border Patrol dropped that much
garbage in the Southern Arizona desert from July 1999 through June 2005.  The figure assumes
that each illegal entrant discards 8 pounds of trash, the weight of some abandoned backpacks
found in the desert.

The trash is piling up faster than it can be cleaned up.  Considering that the Border Patrol
apprehended more than 577,000 entrants in 2004−05 alone, the BLM figures that those people left
almost 4 million pounds of trash in that same year.
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That's 16 times what was picked up in three years.  And that doesn't include the unknown amounts
of garbage left by border−crossers who don't get caught.

Diverse Trash Found All Over

"We're keeping up with the trash only in certain locations, in areas that we've hit as many as three
times," said Shela McFarlin, BLM's special assistant for international programs.

The trash includes water bottles, sweaters, jeans, razors, soap, medications, food, ropes, batteries,
cell phones, radios, homemade weapons and human waste.

It has been found in large quantities as high as Miller Peak, towering more than 9,400 feet in the
Huachuca Mountains, as well as in low desert such as Organ Pipe National Monument and Cabeza
Prieta National Wildlife Refuge.

It's even started turning up in smaller amounts in hiking areas closer to Tucson, such as Josephine
Saddle in the Santa Rita Mountains on the route to Mount Wrightson, says the Southern Arizona
Hiking Club.

"In the Huachucas, you are almost wading through empty gallon water jugs," said Steve Singkofer,
the Hiking Club's president.  "There's literally thousands of water jugs, clothes, shoes.  You could
send 1,000 people out there and they could each pick up a dozen water jugs, and they couldn't get
it all."

Cleanup Not Cheap, Easy

While nobody has an exact cost estimate for removing all the garbage, it's clearly not cheap.  But
McFarlin agrees with several advocacy groups that without a tightening of controls on illegal
immigration, a guest−worker program or other reform of federal border policy, the trash will just
keep coming regardless of what's spent.

The financial details:

In 2002, the U.S. estimated that removing all litter from lands just in Southeast Arizona −− east of the Tohono
Reservation −− would cost about $4.5 million over five years.  This count didn't include such trash hotbeds as
Ironwood Forest National Monument, the Altar Valley, Organ Pipe and Cabeza Prieta.

• 

Since then, Congress appropriated about $3.4 million for a wide range of environmental remediation measures in
all of Southern Arizona.  This includes repairing roads, building fences and removing abandoned cars.

• 

The five−year tab is $62.9 million for all forms of environmental remediation for immigration−related damage
across Southeast Arizona, including $23 million for the first year.

• 

Waste Unhealthy, Unsightly

Most of the garbage is left at areas where entrants wait to be picked up by smugglers.  The
accumulation of disintegrating toilet paper, human feces and rotting food is a health and safety
issue for residents of these areas and visitors to public lands, a new BLM report says.

"It's particularly serious in areas where there are livestock," said Robin Hoover, pastor of the First
Christian Church in Tucson and president of Humane Borders, a group that puts water tanks in the
desert for the entrants and coordinates monthly cleanups of Ironwood Monument and other sites.
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"I've even found injectable drugs in the desert," he said.  "It's rare when we find that kind of stuff, but
there's tons of over−the−counter medication out there.  If some cow comes along and eats a bunch
of pills, that would be a real sick cow."

The trash also isn't good for wildlife, said Arizona Game and Fish spokesman Dana Yost.  Birds and
mammals can get tangled up in it or eat it, causing digestive problems, Yost said.  It's not at all
uncommon to find the trash in bears' stomachs, he said.  Plastic bags, foil wrappers and certain
foods are all problems.

Remote Areas Need More Help

But clear inroads are being made into the trash problem, said BLM's McFarlin.  Using the U.S.
money, various local and federal agencies, the Tohono O'odham Tribe, the conservationist Malpais
Borderlands Group and student youth corps remove trash from the most obvious and accessible
areas, she said.

What needs tackling now are more remote areas such as wilderness, mountains and deserts far
from major roads, she said.  A couple of times, authorities have had to use helicopters or mules to
haul stuff out of such areas.

This summer, with Border Patrol apprehensions of entrants down, the Tohono O'odham Tribe is
seeing less trash on the ground than usual, said Gary Olson, the tribe's solid−waste administrator.

"I don't know whether they're hiding their trash or whether they are just not coming," Olson said.

But only six weeks ago, No More Deaths, an advocacy group that looks for injured, sick and lost
entrants, came across a 10,000−square−foot area five miles west of Arivaca littered with hundreds
and hundreds of backpacks.

"I've never seen anything that size.  It's unbelievable," said Steve Johnston, who coordinates the
group's camp near Arivaca.

Other activists from Derechos Humanos, Defenders of Wildlife and No More Deaths say the trash
piles show what happens when the feds deliberately drive the entrants into the desert, by sealing
the borders in cities.

"If you were going to cities, you wouldn't need to carry three days' worth of food," said Kat
Rodriguez, a coordinator−organizer for Derechos.

But a Cochise County activist who has been photographing garbage and other signs of damage
from illegal immigration for five years said she is appalled the federal government is spending tax
dollars to pick this garbage up.

Illegal entrants should pick up the trash themselves, said Cindy Kolb, who helped found the group
Civil Homeland Defense.

"Our mothers did not pay someone to pick up our trash," Kolb said.  "We were taught to pick it up
ourselves and to practice civic pride as law−abiding citizens."
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LOL!

Thailand Warns Against Travel to France Over Crime Fears

July 26, 2006 − From: www.ttc.org

BANGKOK, July 26, 2006 (AFP) − Thailand on Wednesday warned its citizens against
non−essential travel to France, after its diplomats suffered a number of violent robberies around
Paris.

"The ministry has received reports of four robberies in the last month.  In the most recent incident, a
Thai commercial officer attached to the embassy was attacked while travelling in an embassy car,"
the foreign ministry said in a statement.

"The ministry urges all Thais, both those who reside in Paris and those who want to travel to
France, to exercise increased vigilance over their property.  Any unnecessary travel should be
postponed or canceled this summer," it said.

Ministry spokesman Songphol Sunkchan said the robberies had all been smash−and−grabs, in
which thieves break through car windows to steal passengers' belongings.

"Thieves appear to be targeting Asians for robbery," Songphol told AFP.

The ministry also issued guidelines for Thais who need to travel to France, advising them to keep
their personal possessions with them at all times, to avoid wearing expensive−looking clothing or
jewelry, and not to travel alone.

Where is the outrage from Boyfucker and his Gay Pedo Posse on this one??????

Gitmo Guards Often Attacked by Detainees

July 31, 2006 − From: www.breitbart.com

By John Solomon

The prisoners held at Guantanamo Bay during the war on terror have attacked their military guards
hundreds of times, turning broken toilet parts, utensils, radios and even a bloody lizard tail into
makeshift weapons, Pentagon reports say.

Incident reports reviewed by The Associated Press indicate Military Police guards are routinely
head−butted, spat upon and doused by "cocktails" of feces, urine, vomit and sperm collected in
meal cups by the prisoners.

They've been repeatedly grabbed, punched or assaulted by prisoners who reach through the small
"bean holes" used to deliver food and blankets through cell doors, the reports say.  Serious assaults
requiring medical attention, however, are rare, the reports indicate.

The detainee "reached under the face mask of an IRF (Initial Reaction Force) team member's
helmet and scratched his face, attempting to gouge his eyes," states a May 27, 2005, report on an
effort to remove a recalcitrant prisoner from his cell.
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"The IRF team member received scratches to his face and eye socket area," the report said.

Since its creation in early 2002, the U.S. detention camp on Cuba's coast has been a controversial
symbol of the Bush administration's war on terror, bringing allegations of prisoner mistreatment,
debates over civil rights and a landmark legal battle to win rights for the detainees.

At one point, more than 600 foreign men captured in the war on terror were kept there.  Many have
been released to their home countries, reducing the current population to about 450.  Ten detainees
have been accused of war crimes, but no one has been tried.

The Supreme Court has ruled that the men are entitled to lawyers and access to the courts and that
the administration's original plan to give them justice through military tribunals was illegal.

Guards currently stationed at Guantanamo describe a tense atmosphere in which prisoners often
orchestrate violence in hopes of unnerving their captors, especially with attacks using bodily fluids.

"I mean, seeing a human being act that way, it's terrifying.  ... You are constantly watching before
you take your next step to see if something is about to happen," Navy Senior Chief Petty Officer
Mack D. Keen told AP in an interview from Guantanamo.

"You see little signs.  They kind of show their hand every once in a while.  They'll take their Quran
and they'll cover it up," he said.  "When you see a group of detainees taking their Quran and putting
it away, you know something is about to happen."

Moazamm Begg, 38, a prisoner for more than two years at Guantanamo before being released to
Great Britain, said he was suspicious of the Pentagon's description of incidents, especially
allegations that Muslim men tore their Qurans or used sperm in attacks.  The Pentagon continues to
publicly question Begg's claim of innocence.

"This just doesn't make sense _ especially since for Muslims this would be something that was
disgusting, something that just wouldn't be done," he said.  He added that some detainees told him
they had mixed toothpaste and spit in the cocktails to make it look like semen.

Begg, who has written a book and spoken frequently about his experience, said most incidents he
witnessed were spontaneous reactions "when word spread" among prisoners that a guard had done
something wrong.

"I rarely saw lone prisoners acting out on their own for no reason except if they had some sort of
mental illness or if they were on medication," he said.

Nonetheless, the incident reports released under the Freedom of Information Act and reviewed by
AP, provide a rare chronicle of events inside the prison from the guards' perspective.

Entire wings of prisoners were reported to become riotous after complaints emerged that guards
mishandled a Quran or mistreated prisoners.  On two occasions, however, prisoners themselves
were reported to have destroyed their Muslim holy books, the reports state.

"Detainee residing in cell (redacted) block tore his Quran into small pieces," a guard reported in May
2003.  A month later, a prisoner "did intentionally destroy his Quran and throw (it) out of his cell,"
another report stated.
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The reports detail more than 440 incidents between guards and prisoners from December 2002
through summer 2005 that resulted in recommendations of discipline, an average of about three per
week.  The names of guards and prisoners as well as the final discipline were blacked out by the
Pentagon.

Often, guards went weeks without reporting problems; other times incidents were bunched together
during times of frustration and tension.

For instance, nearly a quarter of the incidents occurred in July 2005, the month dozens of detainees
started an extended hunger strike.  Tensions likewise flared during Christmas week 2004, with
inmates frequently spitting on guards.  On Christmas Eve, a prisoner who was angry that he couldn't
finish his meal was said to have used a plastic fork−spoon utensil − called a spork − to attack a
guard collecting his tray.

"Detainee stabbed the MP guard ... in the hand with his spork from chow meal," the report said,
adding the prisoner later "made a slicing motion across his neck" and vowed to kill the guard.

With many nearing five years in U.S. captivity, the prisoners "have a Ph.D. in being a detainee" and
"know our procedures and they try to turn them against us and try to make us question what we are
doing," said Army Lt. Col. Michael J. Nicolucci, the prison's executive officer.

"They'll take the smallest things, be it a piece of rust," he said.  "They told us they are going to take
that piece of rust and they are going for the jugular, they are going for the eye.  They know what our
vulnerabilities are, anatomically speaking."

Meal plates, shower flip−flops, cleaning brushes and other items deemed harmless in civilian life
also are commonly turned into weapons, the reports said. For instance:

"Detainee in cell (redacted) grabbed the radio from an MP and then threw the radio at the MP.  The detainee then
threw rocks at the MP," a Dec. 23, 2003, incident report stated.

• 

A detainee "reached out of his bean hole and attacked MP (name redacted) with a piece of metal foot pad from
toilet striking him on the left hip area," a July 15, 2005, report said.

• 

"Detainee broke off the top of his sink, subsequently broke out the window then began throwing the sink and
pieces of pipes at the Block Guard," a March 25, 2005, report said.

• 

One of the most unusual incidents detailed in the four−inch stack of incident reports occurred when
a detainee in the prison recreation yard assaulted a guard with a bloody tail torn from a lizard.

The detainee "caught the iguana by the tail at which time the tail detached," the May 2005 report
described.  When the guard turned to talk to a commanding officer, "he felt something strike him in
the lower right back" and then "saw the tail on the ground at his feet and blood was in the same
area of his uniform."  The detainee said he was "just playing."

Nicolucci said one of the most serious incidents occurred this May, too recent to be recorded in the
Pentagon's released reports.  A prisoner staged an apparent suicide attempt while his inmates
slicked the floors with human waste, seeking to overpower guards when they slipped, he said.

"We provide fans in order to keep them cool," Nicolucci recalled.  "And they were using the basket,
or the grate of the fan as a shield, the blades as machetes, the pole as a battering ram."

That disturbance was turned back in a few minutes with some guards and prisoners sustaining
minor injuries, he said.
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The Landmark Legal Foundation, a conservative legal group that fought to force the Pentagon to
release the reports under the Freedom of Information Act, said it hopes the information brings
balance to the Guantanamo debate.

"Lawyers for the detainees have done a great job painting their clients as innocent victims of U.S.
abuse when the fact is that these detainees, as a group, are barbaric and extremely dangerous,"
Landmark President Mark Levin said.  "They are using their terrorist training on the battlefield to
abuse our guards and manipulate our Congress and our court system."

Though all detainees are foreigners, many are clearly Americanized when it comes to their insults
and gestures.  Male guards are frequently derided as "donkeys" while female guards are routinely
called "bitches" or harassed by references to their breasts or genitalia, the reports said.

In all, nearly a quarter of incidents involved female guards, the reports show.

"They absolutely target female guards," Nicolucci said.  "They have a lot of cultural biases about
females, and we let them know in our culture that females do everything males do in a professional
job environment, and we just hold firm."

James A. Gondles Jr., executive director of the American Correctional Association that sets
standards for U.S. prisons, said much behavior inside Guantanamo mirrors that of civilian prisons
though the attacks with bodily fluids seem more numerous.

"It happens from time to time at facilities here, but it seems the majority of ... assaults at Gitmo were
either spitting, or bodily fluids being thrown on the guards," said Gondles, who has visited
Guantanamo twice at the Pentagon's invitation and reviewed the reports at AP's request.

The bodily fluid attacks are so numerous that guards now frequently wear specialized shields to
protect their faces.

The incident reports show waves of orchestrated behavior.

For instance, prisoners repeatedly grabbed their guards' whistles over a five−day period in June
2004.  In July 2005, guards reported several instances of rock throwing, spitting and flip−flop
hitting.  Rocks were hidden under shower mats, the reports said.

The incident reports also are noteworthy for information that is missing.  With redacted names, it is
impossible to tell whether bad behavior is widespread or the work of a few repeat
offenders.  Likewise, the documents don't tell whether certain guards are prone to confrontation.

Prisoners' hunger strikes, suicide attempts and threats to injure themselves aren't considered
disciplinary matters and thus aren't recorded in the incident reports.  Yet the Pentagon
acknowledges there have been scores of such incidents.

Sen. John McCain, R−Ariz., a prisoner of war during Vietnam, said the treatment of the guards has
been overshadowed by the legal and political debates surrounding the detainees, but he has been
impressed with the guards' professionalism.

"Our personnel there have perhaps the most difficult task you can have in the military outside of
being in a combat zone.  ... These are bad guys and some of the most hardened of hardened
criminals.  And some I think will need to be kept permanently," he said.
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McCain said the detainees' behavior and the likelihood of permanent confinement only hastens the
need for the administration and Congress to finalize detention and trial policies consistent with the
Supreme Court's direction.

While Washington addresses those questions, the guards look to stay one step ahead of the
detainees.

"Yes, you do get upset but you get somebody to take your place," Keen said in explaining how he
survives the tensions of the cell block.  "You go outside.  You walk it off and you come back and
(say) I want to be back in the fight."

These are the Pictures That Damn Hezbollah

From: http://www.news.com.au/adelaidenow/story/0,22606,19960056−5006301,00.html
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Direct from the United Nations, July 28: http://www.un.org/Depts/dpko/missions/unifil/pr012.pdf

"It was decided to relocate temporarily all unarmed military observers of the Observer
Group Lebanon (OGL) from the patrol bases in the area of Marwahin and Markaba to
UNIFIL positions.  An OGL patrol base in Marun Al Ras remained unoccupied
following the incident of 23 July, in which one military observer was seriously
wounded by Hezbollah small arms fire, and the OGL patrol base in Khiyam was
completely destroyed by Israeli aerial bombardment on 25 July."

Direct from the United Nations, July 27: http://www.un.org/Depts/dpko/missions/unifil/pr011.pdf

"It was also reported that Hezbollah fired from the vicinity of four UN positions at
Marwahin, Alma Ash Shab, Brashit, and At Tiri."

Direct from the United Nations, July 25: http://www.un.org/Depts/dpko/missions/unifil/pr09.pdf

"This morning, Hezbollah opened small arms fire at a UNIFIL convoy consisting of
two armored personnel carriers (APC) on the road between Kunin and Bint
Jubayl.  There was some damage to the APCs, but no casualties, and the convoy
was obliged to return to Kunin.

What a bunch of useless bastards.
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